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The meeting was called to order at 10.30 a.m.

AGENDA IT~lS 49 TO 65 1 68 AND 142; 67 AND 69 (continued)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS UNDER ALL DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY ITEMS

The CHAIRMAN: I call on the representative of the Netherlands, who

will introduce draft resolution'A/C.1/47/L.18.

Mr. WAGENMAKERS (Netherlands): On 9 December 1991, the General

Assembly adopted an unprecedented resolution on transparency in armaments by

an overwhelming vote. On the basis of that resolution 46/36 L - the Register

of Conventional Arms was established as from 1 January 1992. Member States

are requested to report, by 30 April 199~, pertinent transfers relating to the

calender year 1992.

In order to help Member States in making their returns, the General

Assembly requested the Secretary-Ge~era1 to set up a panel of governmental

technical experts on the basis of equitable geographical representation, to

elaborate the technical procedures and to make any adjustments to the annex to

resolution 46/36 L necessary for the effective operation of the Register. In

addition, the Secretary-General was asked to prepare a report on the

modalities for early expansion of the Register by the addition of further

categories of equipment and the inclusion of data on military holdings and

procurement through national produ~tion.

The report of the Panel (A/47/342 and Corr.l), which, as the Committee

will recall, I introduced in detail at the 7th meeting of the Committee, on

16 October last, is a consensus report. In his report "New dimensions of arms

regUlation and disarmament in the post-cold-war era" (A/C.1/47/7), the

Secretary-General commended the results of the Panel's work. He urged Member

States:
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"to embrace their recommendations so that we may give the Register a

strong fo~ndation and the broadest possible participation by States".

(A/C.l/47/7, para. 35)

It is therefore with great pleasure that I have the·honour today to

introduce the draft resolution concerning transparency i~ armaments - document

A/C.l/471L.18 - Oil behalf of the following sponsors: Ar9'~nti'nai;Australiai

Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulga.ria,Canada, the 'Central Africari·Repwl1ic;

Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece', Guinea, Hungary..

Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Liechtenstein,t.u·iembourg','Ma.1aysia, Mali,

Malta, the F~therlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Poland, Portugal, the

Republic of Korea, Romania, the Russian Fed~ration, Senegal, Singapore,

Slovenia, Spain, Surin&ne, Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland, the United States of AJilerica and Venezuela. Ihavealso

just been informed by the representative of Nepal that hlscountrywi!l also

join the list of sponsors.

The purpose of the draft resolution is to maintain momentum~owards the

overall political objectives set by the General isselllbiyo According to the

draft resolution, the Gev al Assembly would endorse the Panel's

recommendations on the technical procedures a.nd adjustments to the annex

necessary for the effective operation'of the Reqisfer.

As to follow-up activities to be undertaken for the further development

of the Register, the General Assembly would note the sugqestionsofferedi~

the Panel's report as a first step in the consideration·ofmoda!itlesf()r

early expansion of the Register. The draft resoi".ltiClllkeepslntactal1that

we decided last year: encouragement is given to€ollowthe route setout~
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using the road-map contained in resolution 46/36 L. In the meantime, Member

States are called upon to provide the requested data and information to the

secretary-General annually by the due date. Since the Register of

Conventional Arms constitutes a dynamic project, Member States are also

encouraged to inform the Secretary-General of their national arms import and

export policies, legislation and administrative p~ocedures, both as regards

authorization of arms transfers and prevention of illicit transfers, in

conformity with paragraph 18 of resolution 46/36 L. The last of these point~,

regarding prevention of illicit transfers, is also in the spi~it of resolution

46/36 H.

In the text of this year's draft resolution, stress is placed on the

importance of the participation of all States in the Register, and of the need

for sufficient resources to be made available for the United Nations

Secretariat to operate and maintain the Register. As the Secretary-General

noted in his r6port "New dimensions of arms regl'"1.ation and disarmament in the

post-cold-war era":

"Nothing would undermine the Register's operations more quickly than

inadequate attention to the funding which is necessary to make it an

effective instrument." (A/C.1/4717, para. 36)

Especially in view of the new and additional ta3ks of the Office for

Disarmament Affairs relating to data and information management and in view of

the increased scope of the interactions of the Office with national and

international organizations, the need to which the Secretary-General referred

cannot be emphasized enough. Of course, we trust: that in providing sufficient

resources to operate and maintain the Register, the Secretary-General will, to

the maximum extent, utilize currently available resources of the Secretariat.
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The provision of the data and information I referred to a moment ago will

also have at his disposal the report of the Conference on Disarmament. under

its agenda item entitled "Transparency in armaments".

. ' , .

further development. In the execution of that task the Secretary-General will
session a progress report on the continu1nq'operation of ~e Re~ister and its
enable the Secretary-General to submit tP the General Asseniblyatits n~xt

in response to the requests in paragraphs 12 to'15 of resolution 46/36 L.

is for this reason that in the draft resolution the Gener~l Assembly would
, ,.~

also encourage the Conference on Disarmament to continue its work undertaken
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If all this is carried out as foreseen, the prospects will be qood that

the group of governmental experts in 1994 will find a sound basis whe~ they

commence their work on the continuing operation of the Register and its

further development.

During the consultations on the text of the draft resolution that I have

just introduced I felt very encouraged by the broad support expressed for the

aims and objectives of the transparency endeavour. It is therefore the hope

of the sponsors of draft resolution AlC.I/47/L.l8 that it will be adopted

without a vote.

Sir Michael WESTOR (United Kingdom): There is an increasing

awareness of the importance of transparency in armaments. The dangers of

excessive and destabilizinq accumulations of arms have been demonstrated by

conflicts in Europe, the Middle East and Africa and elsewhere. The European

Community and its member States strongly believe that transparency, coupled

with re~traint and responsible policies in arms transfers, increases'

confidence, and therefore stability, worldwide.

It was with this goal in mind that the Community and its member States

strongly supported in the First Committee last year the draft resolution that

established the United Nations Register of Conventional Arms. Resolution

46/36 L was adopted by an overwhelming vote at last year's session of the

General Assembly. The full implementation of the Register, together vith

participal::ion b~ all United Nations Member States, will be a vital step

towards transparency and confidence-building in the field of conventional

arms. The Community and its member States reiterate their 'commitment to

supply all the data and information necessary for the effective operation of

the Register, and they call upon all other States ,-"Iso to comply fUlly with

its requirements.
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on Disarmament has inscribed the issue of transIlarency in arDIaments:.onits
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States participate in the Register and the need for sufficient resources to be

made available, so far as possible from within existing resources, for the

Secretariat to ~perate and maintain the Register.

Support for the draft resolution endorsing the report of the

Secretary-general's expert panel will be an essential step on the road to the

effective operation of the United Nations arms Register. This will be a major

contribution to confidence-building and to the security of States in all

regions of the world.

I should like at this point to address another agenda item, again on

behalf of the European Community and its member States.

Under agenda item 55 the First Committee deals with the issue of the

establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East.

The European Community and its member States note that in resolutions since

1974 Egypt has called for the establishment of such a zone. Such resolutions

have been adopted by consensus in the General Assembly for more than 10 years.

In 1990 President Mubarak of Egypt suggested expanding the scope of a

nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East. , He proposed that the Middle East

should be declared a region free of all weapons of mass destruction, because

the threats to the region had continued to grow as a result of the

accumulation of arms in the region. This proposal was well received by the

international community. In this context, the European Community and its

member St~tes welcome the Israeli Prime Minister's statement in the General

Assembly on 1 October that Israel is ready to pursue the goal of a

nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East.
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The Commun;ty and its member States believe that the early establishment

of a zone free of weapons o£ mass destruction in the Middle Sast would

constitute 3D effective measure of ~nn-proliferationand arms control. To be

real and effective. such a zone would have to be freely negotiated and agreed

to by all parties in the region.

The Gulf crisis demonstrated the extent to which the excessive

accumulation of arms, as veIl as the proliferation of nuclear, chemical and
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biological weapons and missiles capable of deliveX'inq these weapons, conld

endanger peace and securit~. Security Council re~olution 687 (1991) re~alled

the objective ox the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-fre.e zone in the Middle

East region. I~ also pointed to th3 threat that all weapons of mass

destruction pose to peace and security in the area. as well as to the need to

work towards the establishment in the Middle East of a zone free of such

wea.pons.

The Community and its member States believe that a s~ccessful outcome to

the Middle East peace llrocess launched, In Madrid in October 1991 will pave the

way for the establishment of a Middl~ East free Qf weapons of mass

destructioc. We reiterate our support for the peace ~rocess and. in this

context, will continue to contribute fully to the multilateral WorkinqGroup

on Arms Control and Reqional Security.

~he Community and its member States believe that the most effective way

to create a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East would be for all

I

States to accede to the non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) and to comply fully

with all its ob1iqations. However, we recognise that there are other

important confidence-buildinq measures short of this objective. One is for
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all States in the region to put all their nuclear material under full-scope

safeguards arrangements, possibly on a regional basis. We are grateful, in

this context, for the work done by the Director General of the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to devise model safeguaIds agreements, ant>. we

encourage him to continue his efforts.

The validity and normative value of the Convention on biological and

toxin weapons was reaffirmed in the Final Declaration adopted on

27 September 1991 at the Third Review Conference of the Par.ies to the

Convention. The Declaration clearly stated the determination of States

parties to exclude completely the possibility of bacteriological or biological

agents and toxins as weapons. States Parties also expressed their belief that

universal adherence to the Convention would enhance international peace and

security••

Mr. Patokallio (Finland), Vice-Chairman, took th\. Chair.
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The Community and its member States would like to take this opportunity

to call ~n all States in the ,Middle East region to become parties to the

Cnnvention on biological and toxin weapons. As a biological weapons

capability was clearly a possibility in the Middle East, as suggested by the

recent events in the Gulf, it appears to us that all States in the reqion

should have a particularly keen interest in full adherence to the Convention.

The Third Review Conference of the States Parties to the Convention

decided to establish an ad hoc group of governmental experts to'i'dentify and

examine potential verification measures from a scientific and technical

standpoint. The Cammunity and its member States welcome the work carried out

at the first meeting of the expert group and look forward to the successful

completion of its efforts in 1993.

The Community and its member States welcome the successful conclusion ~f

the negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva on a convention on

the prohibition of the development, production, stockpiling and use of

chemical weapons 'and on their destruction. We believe that the convention

will make a major contribution to international security, particularly in

areas of regional tension. We fervently hope that all States in the Middle

East will demonstrate their commitment to the aim of a universal ban on

chemical weapons, expressed in the 1989 Paris Declaration, by becoming

original signatories to the convention. Universal adherence will be an

important element for the convention. Adherence Dy all States in the Middle

East, es~ecially as this is an area where chemical weapons have been used on

several occasions in the rJcent past, would contribute to the security of the

region and of the world as a whole.
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The purpose of my statement today is to expl'3sS Japan I s wholehearted

In conclusion, the Community and its member States express the hope that

the Middle East will set out on the road of arms control and disarmament.

Mr. DQNQWAKI (Japan): First, since I Q~ speaking for the first

The draft resolution welcomes and endorses the Secretary-Generalis report

general and complete disarmament, it involves conventional weapons too.

assumption of the chairmanship of the First Committee at the forty-seventh

time, I wish to join previous speakers in congratulatinq our Chairman on his

session. The Committee is entrusted with very important tasks related to

juncture in a changing international environment. I feel sure that his long

international securityp arms control and disarmament matters at this historic

and highly respected competence, will facilitate our successiul discharge of

and rich experience in New York, Geneva and Cairo, as well as his well-known

the tasks entrusted to us in the Committee.

support of draft resolution A/C.l/47/L.18 p which Ambassador Wagenmaker~ of the

Netherlands has just introduced on behalf of its sponsors, which include

Japan. Ambassador Wagenmakers enumerated 44 countries as sponsc~s of the

draft resolution; I understand that with recent additions-the total is now 47.

to last year's resolution 46/36 L necessary for the effective operation of the

(A/47/342 and Corr.l) on the techuical procedures and adjustments to the annex

j .~.
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United Nations Register of Conventional Arms and on the modalitie1 for'ita

early, expansion. The Secretary-General t s report,. which was preparedwithtlie'l

assistance of a panel of governmental technical experts nominated by'himon

the basis of equitable geographical representation, was introduced to the

Committee on 16 October by Ambassador Waganmakers, who chaired the panel, and'

under whom I had the pleasure and honour of working as a member of the panel.

Draft resolution A/C.1/47/r'.18 not only wel~omes and endorses the panel's

report, but also reafflrms the resolve manifested last year in

resolution 46/36 L to continue to work for an enhanced level of transparency

in armaments.

Our resolve last year was indeed of signal importance. The debate in the

First Committee on the establishment of the Register demonstrated the genuine

interest of a vast number of member States in how to enhance securityamonq

nations in the aftermath" of the cold war and the Gulf War. This was in

consonance with the growing awareness that internation~l security, arms

control and disarmament matters are now more in the hands of all States

Members of the United Nations rather than in the hands of super-Powers or.

nations in the former East or West blocs, and that the United Nations should

play a greater role in the formation of Cl new world order.

Resolution 46/36 L, adopted last year after in';'depth debates and

intensive, wide-ranging consultations, represents a commonsenseapproach to

the questton. It was a modest stepforward't() eIlhancedtransparency iD,"

armaments" but was a clear departure from the past in that It: was

action":oriented and contained a bui!t-inme'cha.nhiiri for improvement, review 'ana
expansion .,of the transparency device it established.

I
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In accordance with the resolution, the panel of governmental technical

experta made its best efforts to elaborate the technical procedures needed for

the newly created Register of Conventional Arms and made adjustments to the

ann~x to last year's resolution necessary for the Register's effective

operation.

I have little to add to the excellent statem9nt by the Chair~an of the

panel made on 16 October in introducing the panel's report. The panel had to

meet in three demanding sessions earlier this year and had to work hard to

strike a balance between the international cause of promoting greater

tran~parency in military matters and the inherent right of States to

individual and collective self-defence. The outcome was a consensus report

which contains a manual-type guidance to Member States. in returning data and

information to the Register, as to what categories of arms should be reported

and how, starting from this calendar year's arms transfers, as well as

available background information regarding their military holdings,

procurement through national production, and relevant policies. The report

should serve as a solid basis for the Register's smooth implementation, with

the wide participation of Member States.

The report also contains the result of the panel's considerations on the

modalities for early expansion of the Register's scope. These considerations

should also serve as useful material for the Register's early expansion, . the

procedure for which is set out in last year's resolution.

In this connection, Japan welcomes the SecretarY-General's report. "New

dimensions of arms regulation and disarmament in the post-cold-war era", in
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which he cOllllllends the rEtsults of the panel's work and :assures UlJt1lzt,t 1;he;

United Nations

"will do all that it caD. to make the Register an Hficie~t and success~ul

service for MembGr States." (A/C.1I4711, para. 36)

Japan is of the view that the Office for Disarmament Affairs should be staffed

adequately to operate and develop the Register and disarmament databasEt and to

be able to deal with growing disarmameilt tasks in today's world.
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On the question of the United Nations Register, I would be amiss if I

successful completion of the Convention on chemical weapons, the Conference on
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held from 1 to 3 June this year. This was a seminar hosted by my Government

Member States who showed active interest last year on the question of the

to 17 panel members, prominent governmental experts from 8 other non-panel

to the effective implementation of the Unlted Nations Register. In addition

in order to contribute to the cause of enhanced transparancy in armaments and

initiated deliberations on the subject. This may be a sign that, after the

Furthermore, Japan looks forward to the role the Conference on

did not refer to the Tokyo Workshop on Transparency in Armaments, which was

Disarmament may come to grips with the new requirements of our times in the

Disarmament can play in this field of enhanced transparancy in armaments, as

field of arms control and disarmament.

requested in resolution 46/36 L. This year, the Conference on Disarmament

United Nations Register were invited. The three-day seminar proved to be

of the United Nations Register as a global confidence-building measure. Since

the Register was a departure from past practices, it was only natura~ that

concerns and apprehensions were expressed. However, it was encouraging to

note that there was a broad agreement among participants that this new path

should be given a chance to be tried.

to be a bold step forward, should be given a chance to see whether it works in

extremely useful in exploring and deepening common understanding on the nature

our search for a better world order, with the United Nations playing an

increasi~qiy greater role.
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For all the reasons I have just given, Japaa is of the view that draft

resolution A/C.l.47/L.18 deserves serious attention and who1e~earted~support~

from all Member States. Since the draft resolution is essentially technical

and procedural in nature" and at the same time is meant to keep up last year's

resolve and momentum, Japan believes that it should be adopted by C:Onsensus

without a vote ..

Mr. PARK (Republic of Korea): Since this is the first time I have

spoken in the Committee, may I express my sincere congratulations to

Ambassador E1araby of Egypt on his election as Chairman of the First

Committee. I have no doubt that his eminent leadership will quids us through

to successful deliberations on the various issues before the.First COmmittee.

I would like briefly to comment on draft resolutionA/C.1l471L.l8..

entitled "Transparency in Armaments", just introdu~edby the representa~ive of

the Netherlands and further elaborated on by the representatives of Japa~AAd

the European Community.

In recent years"the intf)r~ational community has been givinqqreacer

attention to the importance of t~ansparency and openness i~ relations between

States for reasons obvious to all of us. It is DO coincidence, therefore,

that international dialogueisfocusinq with renewed vigour on

confidence-building measures and, in particular, onvays to promote

transparency and openness in military matters, including the area o~ arms

transfers.

My delegation is encouraged to see substantive measures being 'imp1em~nted

to this end. A global focus,. as well as thecorrespondinCj efforts of the

international community, contributed to· the near-unanimous adoption of the

landmark resolution (46/36 L), entitlt!d "Transparency in Armaments" •. C1eaZ'ly,

I

I
I
1
i
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(Mr. Park, Republic of Korea)

a solid foundation for confidence-building on a global level vas thereby

established.

The consensus report compiled by the Panel of Governmental Technical

Experts, which has successfully agreed on technical procedures and adjustments

to the amle:&: of resolution 46/36 L, represents one more convincing reason for

our optimism and has provided further impetus to our concerted efforts to

enhance transparency in the military field in general.

During the general debate of this Committee, my delegation expressed its

great satisfaction that the United Nations Register on Conventional Arms had

been eotablished and that the panel of governmental experts had produced its

consensus report, containing a standa~dized reporting form. As one of the

sponsors of draft resolution A/C.l/47/L.18, my delegation fully endorses the

consensus report of the panel ~d renews its commitment to participate

actively in the operation of the Register.

My delegation shares the view that there are many areas in which the

Register will have to be improved and refined. For example, the parameters of

the Register should be clarified in more detail, ataek for which the list of

arms in the Treaty on· Conventional Forcec in Europe (CFE) can serve a.s a

useful example. The expansion of the scope of the Reqisterto include

military holdinqa and procurement through national production will have to be

further addressed in the future, both at the-1993 Conference on Disarmament

and in the governmental expert group to be established in 1994.

Although there are many questions still to be answered with regard to the

Register, my delegation believes that.this is the time to put into action what

we have already>agi'eed.to thus· far. Shortcomings can· be addressed as we

implement the agreement.
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. -~some observations in that connection•.

introduction by Ambassador Waqe~aker~t .thl!re~r~s,ent;.iltiYe,ot,the!'-:~E!:l~~~J:.l

of draft resolution A/Cl/47/L~18~ the (ieleqiltion o~ E9YPtwou~4 lik~to ~~~~~,~

It ~s1!l'ith these t;houqhts in. mincithat. we joinQ(i thesponsorr(of dra'ft
• .' - ',' '." - " '';' .-.' -.' ,-",.'!:';;t' j':. ':-~, ::"i;~~··l·~~.i;,;··"·, ,;.," ';" -

must now set aside Jllinordif~erenCl!s;and~emustdo Jloby,r~C()~~lS~nq,t~!..
, . , " '.'" .', '" _ '''''' .. " .. j,-.' 'f:;

Reqister: s potent;.ia;ito contribute, to enllanc;ing' transparency., in armaments
.- ... ' ',-,- ~ ~." ': ,'. _·':.,'-L._1'<:--'-··;t":·~::'·J'~:':"'.>.

security ,ne~ds 8!1d curbinq des~ab~1~l!li~q arms ,tr~sfe~s,.are two Of ~~ ~~i~

worthyq~als t;.o,pursue.

As the Chairman of the Panel of Qovernmental Ezperts stated in his
, - '. -". -, " •• ' - .; ~'-; •• -:' r,_ ' .,' '- '. <.:.;~ ,.- -.::~ ~-,l •• '.;'';'::«·_~:'':.·,'J'-:-5-;'('· ",tt/I:

statement On 16 Oc.tober,the responsibility.now lies with Member States. Jfe
, - \:' " - " ~ ".- ':f~'?i-' -" __~.: ·c

f

.' •• ~.' -'.'.''-'.; ':1/i~-':- ,-\.~.~·,~,:;,,',1·~F
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coordinator, tocl1air its meet.j.nqs a.nd t,Gconduct i~forma;L.cons.l.lJ,ta~ions~n

Firllt, I shall, .make those observations i_:nJIIY capaci~f ~J1~~~.~elll~~ate.

qivenbythe Confe~ence on Disarmament in its session of 1992....ils, speQial ,
__ " .,' _ .' .- - '.- .,' ,-_, ,'- -'~ - _.' -",.' ~ -n'.. ,.'. "'. ,,'- ~',

the irnplell\eptation o~the ma~dateof,t;.l1,e Confe~Etl1ce~ ,Et,maJ1~!=-~nq;,~rollJ~t!~Etr~l
.. . ',.- .'- -- -', "

, This is included,in,thtitrepQrtof

to the, Gene~al·Assemb1yat.itsQurrentsessi()n.

Assembly resolution 46/36~. The report. 'on~eCon.~ere;o.ce,.,!,as,d7i?~cU1»;.ODt1?-!:

outcome of the 4iscuss.iol1s ()Jktg,e subject·in,pur~1.lanc~of,,~~~,IlICU1q.~te

At this point, I should ;L~ket()express.mysat~lS~act:i():nover ,the

made by alldeleqations.in.the ·co1.lrseof.theCon~,rtitnc.. ~s,~!lform<?ol 4is1:l'i:,~l!ions.
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Those views and proposals, which focused on the concept in raragraphs 12

Several delegations expressed the view that the Conference on Disarmament

The various groups did not express any views or take any positions as

It is to be noted here that the Conference was not able to make a larger

delegation individually. The outcome was a number of objective and

groups. The inverventions and contributions made, were made by every

report. We note here that tho report did not t~y to reach consensus positions

constructive views and proposals which have been reflected by ,the Conference's

and 14 of General Assembly resolution 46/36 L, will be of help when the

Conference on Disarmament resumes its deliberations on this subject, within

the framework of an ad hoc committee, at its 1993 session, on the basis of the

on any of the views and proposals put forward because of time constraints.

resolution that will be adopted on the subject by the General Assembly at the

session.

achievement in 1992 because the highest priority in its deliberations was

should not focus solely on and accord the highest priority, next year, to the

to achieving progress on the items relating to nuclear weapons and, at the

given to the conclusion of the draft Convention on the prohibition of chemical

same time, devote the necessary len9th of time and amount of effort to

the subject of transparency in armaments on the basis of the draft resolution

discussing the draft resolution and implementing the Conference's mandate on

question of transparency in armaments but should accord the hig~estpriority

that has been submitted and resolution 46/36 L.

weapons which is before the current session of the General Assembly.

I

I
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I
!
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(Mr. ZabrAAt Egypt)

The Conference, at its 1993 session,. will have to.ta~eint.o:ac:countthe

report of the panel of qovernmental technical ezperts contained in the report

of the Secretary-General, do~ument A/47/342 ..

The deleqation of Egypt, on thisocasion, wou:Ldlike to comoD:'.:the

efforts 6f the panel of governmental technical experts on the operation of th~'

Reqister in the relevant report before the current session of the General
, .,..~: ~ ..

Assembly. We pay special tribute to the efforts of Ambassador ~aqenmaker-of

the Netherlands who chaired the pane~ of governmentaltechnicale~erts.

On this occasion, we s110uld like to state that the delegatIon of Egypt
has several observations to make on the procedure ~dsubstanceof'thestudy,

especially with reqard i:c t..~Q part concerninqthemec:hanisms of exPandinq the

scope of the Register. The delegation of Egypt would have.hopeclfora more

profound study of the subject by the panel of governmental. . technical ezperts

in line with the 'cleu mandate given to the panel by tbeGeneral Assembly in·

its resolution 46/36 L.

The Conference on Disarmament will a180 have to take into account the

achievements of the previous session of theUniteclNationsDisarmament

Commission (UNDC) on objective information on military matters. The

Conference will also make U5e of the dc.cument which theCottfel"enceon

Disarmament has requested its EeGretadllt to prepare,namely,_c.,mpila:tio~of

the transparency measures that have been adopted at the bilateral, reqlonal·

and multilaterallevels in the area of armaments. Hence th~ importance of the

need for an deleqationstCi provide the Secretariat.·of theCollferenceo~

Dilsarmament at an early date with all the measuree they propose in thiS"
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respect, so that the Secretariat of the Conference may be able to inco~porate

such information in the proposed report with a view to achievidg t~G desi~~~

progress in the '~aference's deliberations, ne~t year.

I ahould like also to underscore some of the consideration~ already

mentioned durinCJ ~e ganeral debate in the First Committee and deal~ wiG1:£. ill-

the statemeat of Egypt.

First, transparency in armaments is a subject that is part of

confidence-building measures. It should be achieved .within the context Otf a

favourable political ciimate as part ~f an integrated process aimed at

reducing tension at tha regional leye••

Secondly, the importance of the application of the principle of

transparency in armaments stems from the understanding thee such eranaparency

would i~clude all the categoriee and classes of weapons in the possession of

all States, on an equal footing and in a balanced fashion. This makes it

necessary that the Register's data should cover Dot only conventional weapons

but also all types of .eapons of mass destruction, all their components and

all their delivery systems. In addition, transfers of the high technology

used ~n the manufacture of weapons should be included in the Register. The

Register should also}.nclude data of the nationally produced armaments, as

vell as all .stoCkpile.. on the national tel'ritodes of .States vhether those

stocJcpil.s are directly oWDed by the State or owned by another party under

bilateral, regiona~ or multilateral arrangements.

I
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We regret that the sponsors of the draft resolution have failed to

of this ambiguity that would del away with the deficiency so that domestic

production and procurement resulting from ~uch production wouldb~coveredin'

une~uivocal terms in the text submitted to tbeCommittee.

clarify those ambiguities whereas such clarification could have enabled the

Conference on Disarmament at: its neztselSsionto coverlllo'te4Jt'ound in

pursuance of its mandate Under resolution 46/36 t.

AlC.1I47/L.37, the Egyptian c1elegatio:l1$upports the draft resolution .andjoins
. .

disagreement on this and on the ezpression "procurement thr~ugh national

A/C.1/471L.l8, did not clarify the meaning-of the expression "military

Thirdly, we bave requested a clarification of 80me vagueandamb'igupua

provisions cor~ainedin resolution 46/36 L. We regret that the draft

resolution submitted to the ,irst Committee, contained in document.

(Hr•. ZUran' Igypt)

- ---- --'""-'~.-..:::Ir:;::j..

holdings" Which, in our view, also means "stockpiles". There has been

framework of the Conference on Disarmament. We have requestad a clarification
production", in the informal consultations that took place within the

Regarding the draft resolution submitted ye$terdayby the ~epresentative.

of Mexico on tbeComprehensiveNuclear-Test~BanTreatYicontsihed in document

the list of its sponsors. This support is consonant with ~gypt's position

which has'been expressed previously.in all forums .. includingothe·general'

debate in the Committee. In its statement to the Commltteeon280ctober,:the

.- "-.

Egyptian delegation made· it clear that Egypt attaches great importance to the '.

conclusion, ~t the earliest possible time, of aconven,tion on .acomprehensive

nuclear-test ban treaty. The Egyptian de~9ation e~i'es8ed its regret at the

I
I
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(Hr. Zuru, Egypt)

failure of all efforts made thus far in the 1992 session of the Conference on

Disarmament to re-establish a special commission on a nuclear-test ban despite

the if .,rovement in the international climate and the flexibility shown by the

Group of 21 in the Conference regarding the negotiating mandate of the special

commission.

Ocr position is rooted in our firm belief that a comprehensive

nuclear-test ban is a vital and crucial step on the road to halting the

vertical nuclear arms race and a step that would have significant implications

for the preparations for the forthcoming NPT conferenee scheduled for 1995 -

indeed, for tha future of the NPT itself. The preparations for convening the

Conference and for the holding of the first session of the preparatory

committee in 1993 are the subject of the draft resolution contained in

document A/C.1/47/L.6. We, together with the sponsors gf draft resolution

A/C,1/47/L.37, welcome the nuclear-test moratorium by France, the Russian

Federation and the United States. We reaffirm the extreme importance of a

comprehensive nuclear-test ban which, in our view, is a step in the right

direction toward the concluoion of a complete and comprehensive

nuclear-test-ban treaty tha':;. would be complied with by all States under any

circumstances.

The conclusion ef such a treaty will be a crucial step towards balting

the improvement and development of nuclear weapons and towards the halting of

the vert,ical and horizontal proliferation of such weapons. Such a step will

pave the way toward nuclear disarmament.

Included within this framework, is the vital role assigned to the

Conference on Disarm~nent in achieving progress in negotiations on the

provisions of a comprehensive test-ban treaty and the importance of

<
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(Mr. liahrppc Egypt)

cooperation by all members of the Conference in re-establishing the ad hoc

committee on a nuclear-test ban, with an appropriate mandate, for the year

1993.

This will make it possible to resume the Conference's deliberations which

started in 1990 in line with operative paragraphs 4, Sand 6 of draft

resolution AlC.1/47/L.37.

The delegation of Egypt hopes that the draft resolution will be adopted

1]

:s by consensus.

Mr. FUJIIA (Brazil): The Brazilian delegation expresses its .warm

support for draft resolution AlC.1/47/L.18 on transparency in armaments, which

was introduced this morninq by the representative of the Netherlands anq. Which

we joined in sponsoring.

Last year's General Assembly resolution 46/36.L, concerning the

establishment of the United Nations Register on Conventional Arms, represented

an important step in our common efforts to strengthen. transparency and

confidence-building in the field of transfers of conventional weapons. We are

convinced that the work of the Panel of Governmental TechnicalEXJ:!ert,s set. up

on the basis of that resolution provides valuable momentum towards attainment

of those goals.

Brazil had t.he opportunity to participate.in the work of the Panel, in

··1

,

which extensive, frank and fr13itful discussiol1stookp1ace. In our view" the

report submitted by the Panel is both constructive and useful and contains

some seminal elements for future improvements in the functioning of the

Register. It is important now that Member St~tes should contribute to its

successful consolidation by pro~iding the Register with appropriate data and

information.

1
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(Mr. Fujita, Brazil)

As has been stated by my delegation on many occasions, transparency is

not an end in itself but a step towards the adoption of effective measures in

arms limitation and di~armament. As the Secretary-General indicated in his

report on the occasion of Disarmament Week, "New dimensions of arms :t'egulation

in the post-cold war era":

..... transparency is no substitute for reductic4 in arms but, when

properly applied, it can be conducive to confidence-building among

States and helpful in alerting the global community to ezcessive

accumulations of armaments." (A/C.I/4717, para. 34)

In this regard, while welcoming the commencement of the operation of the

Register by nezt year, we note with concern the continuing transfers of

sophisticated weapons systems internationally. As pointed out by the

Sec~etary-General in the same report:

"Production overcapacities and surplus equipment in industrialized States

are now increasingly feeding arms markets in parts of the developing

world." (ibid., para. 30)

We urge Member States to ez~rcise due restraint in the transfers of armaments,

particularly in situations of tension or conflict, as they are called upon to

do in resolution 46/36 L.

Finally, my delegation would like to stress that in the new international

environment, in which we are given the opportunity to build a new agenda for

peace and a new agenda for development, the acti~ities of the United Nations

in the fields of disarmament and development shou. ,d be promoted in a

coordinated and mutually reinforcing manner and nut at the expense of one

another. In this respect it is the understanding' of my delegation that the

allocation of resources for the operation of the Register will come both from
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(Hr. rujita, Brasil)
extra-budqetary and from existing resources, but as far as the latter

existing resources - are concerned, it shall not prejudice existinq

priorities. On this understanding, my delegation expresses its hope that
draft resolution AlC.1/47/L.18 will be adopted by consensus.

The CHAIRMAN: I would like to remind members of the CODIRittee that,
in accordance with the Committee's programme of work and timetable, Friday,
6 November, at 6 p.m. is the deadline for the submission of draft resolutions
under aqenda items 67 and 69, relatinq to international security. I urqe
members wishinq to submit draft resolutions under those agenda items kindly to
do so as soon as possible.

I call upon Mr. !heradi, Secretary of the Committee, to make a number of
announcements.

Mr. IQIERADI (Secretary of the First Colmldttee): I would like to
inform the Committee that the followinq States have become co-sponsors of the
following draft resolutions:

Draft resolution A/C.1/47/L.8: France;

Draft resolution A/C.1/47/L.15: Canada, France, Greece, Ireland,

Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Portugal;

Draft resolution A/C.l/47/L.18: Samoa;

Draft resolution AlC.1/47/L.20: Brazil and the Netherlands;

Draft resolution A/C.1/47/L.17: Viet Nam}

Draft resolution A/C.1/47/L.24: the Niqer and Ukraine;

Draft resolution A/C.1I47/L.25: Pi.\raguay and Seneqal;

Draft resolution A/C.1/47/L.34: the Democratic People's Republic of

Korea, Costa Rica and Myanmar;

Draft resolution A/C.l/47/L.36: Costa Rica, Samoa and Ireland;
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Draft resolution AlC.l/47/L.37: Viet Nam;

Draft resolution AlC.l/47/L.38: the Democratic People's Republic of

Korea and Malaysia; and

Draft resolution A/C.l/47/L.42: the Netherlands, Samoa and Iceland.

The meeting rose at 11.35 a.m.
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